EBSCO Usage Consolidation allows you to collect, consolidate, and report on the usage of your library’s online resources.

With EBSCO Usage Consolidation, you can …

**EFFECTIVELY MANAGE USAGE**
Gather, store, and consolidate usage data related to your online collection – and track usage for all of your e-resources, regardless of vendor.

**VIEW DATA WITHIN YOUR WORKFLOW**
Access usage data and perform instant cost-per-use analysis in your EBSCONET® Subscription Management account or access usage data via the EBSCOadmin Holdings Management interface. Cost-per-use data is only available for subscriptions purchased through EBSCO.

**SUPPORT A WIDE RANGE OF DATA**
Load usage data from virtually any content provider offering usage reports that are compliant with or similar to COUNTER (automated through SUSHI, where applicable).

**CREATE DETAILED REPORTS**
Report on usage of titles (summarize by title, publisher, or platform) and databases; plus, usage data can be exported to other systems for additional analysis.

**LET EBSCO LOAD USAGE ON YOUR BEHALF**
Turn this task over to the highly skilled EBSCO Usage Loading Service so you can spend less time collecting usage data. Receive five platform loads at no cost with your Usage Consolidation subscription.

**GAIN EVEN GREATER INSIGHT TO ANALYTICS WITH EBSCO USAGE CONSOLIDATION**
If you order your e-journals and e-packages through EBSCO and usage data is added to the mix, EBSCONET Analytics provides an additional level of clarity for your purchase and renewal decisions. Subscribers to EBSCO Usage Consolidation have access to an even more informative dashboard that includes the critical cost-per-use metric and performance comparison of various e-packages.

**Recent improvements to Usage Consolidation**

- Usage Consolidation is now also available through the EBSCOadmin Holdings Management interface.
- Ready-to-load filter – See which platforms are likely to have data that is ready to be loaded.
- Automated and manual SUSHI harvesting – Set up platforms for automated operation and maintenance-free loading of usage. With on-demand SUSHI loads, efficiently retrieve missing and historic data.
- SUSHI harvesting for specified date ranges.
- One-click matching – Turn this feature on to enable match selection with a single click.
- Crowd-sourced matching – Usage Consolidation “learns” from the match selections made at your and other institutions, enabling automated matching to improve every day.
- Ability to load multiple reports simultaneously without waiting for each individual report to complete before moving on to the next one.
- Access to load usage from Platform Details.
- Faster, more reliable reporting of Counter reports.